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Abstract: The main reason behind writing this article is because many Western and some Arab writers deny that Islamic law recognizes the principles of judicial control over the constitutionality of law in it present form. Alternatively, they allege that the concept of judicial control is simply contrary to Shari’ah. Therefore, the main question is: Does the Islamic legal system recognize the exercise of judicial review of the constitutionality of laws, especially when it comes to issues relating to constitutional matters, in their present form? Further, if this question is answered in the affirmative, what is the nature of such judicial control? This article examines judicial control over the constitutionality of laws in Islamic legal system, studying the potentiality and availability of judicial review in the Islamic legal system and civilization and investigating the historical significance of some its most important applications. This article studies the elements that have helped to establish the idea of judicial review of law in the Islamic legal system, which are the principle of separation of powers, the doctrine of the rule of law, and the independence of judicial authority in the Islamic legal system. It is limited to the study of judicial review under the Islamic legal system within Sunni Islamic jurisprudence schools, namely Hanafi, Hanbali, Shafi’i and Maliki. This article will also study judicial judgments and events that took place in Islamic history especially during the time of Prophet Muhammad (622-632 C.E.), the Pious Caliphs (661-695), the Umayyad (661-750), ‘Abbasids (750-1258), the Ayyubid dynasty (1169-1252) and the Ottoman Periods (1517-1921).
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I. ESTABLISHMENT OF JUDICIAL REVIEW IN ISLAMIC LAW

INTRODUCTION

Judicial review is the power of the courts to examine laws and executive regulations to determine whether they conform to rules and principles laid down in a specific constitution and is based on the idea that a constitution which dictates the nature, functions, and limits of a government is the supreme law.¹ This article analyses the concept of judicial review in the Islamic legal system, studies the historical and political background as well as establishment of such a review, and addresses its viability. It also raises the question as to whether the Islamic legal system recognises the principle of judicial review or not.

1.1 Historical Background of Judicial Control in Islamic Legal System

1.1.1 Introduction

The existence of some form of a judicial system or court of law has its roots in antiquity. In pre-Islamic Arabian society, litigating parties had the choice of taking their disputes to either a mutually-greed Hakam (arbitrator), an amir (tribal head) or a kahin (soothsayer possessing religious authority). Generally, cases were adjudicated based on ‘urf (custom), although this was common among the clans and tribes of Arabia.² At that time, there existed neither a unified code of law nor an executive authority which could administer justice among the different tribes of the Arabian Peninsula. Therefore, one of the greatest contributions of Prophet Muhammad was to grant Muslims revealed law and executive authority for the administration of
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justice. The broad principles which emerged from revealed law and its implementation by the Prophet provided the foundation for the rule generation of jurists to promote and develop the administration of justice.6

1.1.2 The Political Background of Judicial Review in the Islamic Legal System

The principal sources of the Islamic political system, the Qur’an and Sunnah, stipulate obedience by individuals or groups to the Head of State. However, this obedience is not absolute and is restricted to conformity with the conduct of the Head of State, irrespective of whether it is legislative or administrative, with the Qur’an, Sunnah and the consensus of Shari’ah scholars on legal rulings.7 Therefore, if any government orders contradict the authority of such sources, the orders are void and should not be obeyed. There are many examples throughout history when the Islamic judiciary rejected orders, laws or decisions that were not in conformity with the Shari’ah.8

A study of judicial review of the acts of legislative authorities, whether individual or in groups, cannot be done without first studying the nature of the Islamic constitution and Islamic legislation and the manner of its implementation by the caliphs and their delegates.

1.1.3 Nature of the Islamic Constitution and Legislation

If judicial review was established on the principles of legality and separation of judicial authority from other powers in a country, then the nature of the constitution and legislation in Islam has two meanings, the influence of which is reflected on that review as explained in the following paragraphs.

Nature of a constitution: The constitution in a positive legal system is a collection of legal rules that show the ruling system, its type in the country, the organization of public powers, and the obligations or duties of individuals and limitations on individual rights. This definition does not conflict with the ruling system in Islam. However, the constitution in the Islamic legal system has a deeper and more comprehensive meaning than that of the constitution in a positive legal system. The Islamic constitution is concerned with expressing faith in Allah and solidarity in implementing Allah’s orders and abstinence from his prohibitions.9 Also, the Qur’an and Sunnah are the convention of Allah, the realization of interests and the repelling of harm in order to realize the aims of Shari’ah is an obligation, and ijtihad (judicial interpretation) must conform to the rules of the Shari’ah.10 Thus it differs from the constitutional rule in positive system.

There is controversy about the sources of Shari’ah among jurists, but they are generally of three main ones: Qur’an, Sunnah and al-ra’y (opinion).11 This was deduced by the former Imam of al-Azhar, Mahmud Shaltut. However, there is a group that argues that the sources are divided into two levels: the first being Qur’an and Sunnah, and the second al-ra’y (opinion) and qiya. They also consider that the Qur’an and Sunnah are both constitutional legislation,12 while the principles that are derived from other sources fall under the heading al-ra’y and are similar to normal legislation.

Nature of legislation and the domain of Shari’ah: There is a big difference between the nature of legislation in an Islamic legal system and nature of legislation in the secular one. The lawmaker in man-made systems can legislate on any matter except matters that are explicitly excluded by a particular constitution. While the legislation in the Islamic legal system must conform to the Qur’an and Sunnah, its intent must not contradict the text of the Qur’an and Sunnah. So there are several points that limit the domain of shura as legislative authority, which include the following:13

There is agreement among scholars of Shari’ah that shura (consultation) is a kind of ijtihad in public opinion on various affairs: legislative, economic, political and social. Also, ijtihad is not allowed when there is a conclusive text in the Qur’an or Sunnah.14

---
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Concerning the implication of non-conclusive texts, there is room for individual ijtihad, so public ijtihad would be in priori for the prevention of chaos. Such public ijtihad would take place by giving preference to certain interpretations of one text over other interpretations. 15

If there is no text of Qur’an or Sunnah or its counterpart of qiyaṣ or ʿijma’ (consensus of opinion), then the scope is open for shura. In this case, most of the political or governing issues derive their rules through the shura council on the basis of interest, and sadl al-ḥarʾah. In other words, legislating ijtihad systems for the realisation of legislation and the organisation of administration and institutions in every subject that has no text, based on the interests of fiqh (jurisprudence). 16

Abd al-Wahhab Khalilaf expressed an opinion on this point when he said that legislation has two meanings: finding new legislation, and this in Islam could not be except by Allah only; and secondly, illustrating a judgment required by existing legislation with judicial review extending to three domains of shura. Such a review extends in the first kind, decreases in the second, and dwindles in the third, and in all these kinds, the judiciary checks the conformity of legislation to the public principles of Qur’an and Sunnah and ʿijma’ (consensus of opinion), and what the salaf agreed on as to that in which interest does not change. 17

Legislative authority in the Islamic legal system encompasses several jurisdiction:.

First, the explanation of the available directives of Allah and his Messenger. While the legislative authority cannot replace or change or amend them, it is competent to sort them in legislative sections, devise relevant definitions and details, and make rules and regulations for the purpose of enforcing them.

Second, the provisions and injunctions in the Holy Qur’an and Sunnah construed and interpreted, in the same instance, in various ways. So, it is up to the legislature to choose which interpretation is to be brought into operation.

Third, if there were no explicit provisions in the Holy Qur’an and Sunnah pertaining to a subject, it is incumbent on the legislature to enact laws pertaining to that subject in line with the spirit of Islamic and public interest.

According to Sayyid Qutb, “Any action by any human government has to be measured against the requirements of the Shari’ah, and any man-made rule, policy, or regulation that contradicts any provision of the Shari’ah is invalid.” 18

Rashid al-Ghannushi said that Islam makes the binding nature of provisions a basis for legitimacy of the state and makes a ruler bound by the decisions he takes, and the procedures and the commands he issues—through the provisions of the Shari’ah.19

Tawfiq al-Shawi considered that all the organisations, institutions, and individuals who represent (the Islamic state) must be bound to comply with the principles of the Shari’ah and apply them to themselves and by their own exercise of authority before they apply them to the general population and the individuals within society.20

Awdah wrote that “Islam forbids each Muslim from obeying a law or command that violates the Shari’ah of Islam and exceeds limits established by God and his prophet.” Positive legislation thus has a sharply limited role. Such legislation can only exist where the Shari’ah is silent and there are no particular relevant texts, and such legislation must agree with the general principles of Shari’ah and its legislative spirit. 21

II. ELEMENTS OF THE EMERGENCE OF JUDICIAL CONTROL

There are several factors in the emergence of judicial control, pre- eminent among which are the principle of the separation of powers, the doctrine of the rule of law and judicial independence. This article will address these elements in the Islamic legal system.

15 Ibid, 577.
2.1 Separation of Power in the Islamic Legal System

Many jurists of Islamic and modern law opine that the Islamic legal system recognises the principle of separation of powers, and the predominant opinion of Islamic jurists also holds that the emerging Islamic legal system knew the principle of separation of powers in the country's legislative, executive and judicial branches, but all these powers were governed by the Prophet Muhammad and his four orthodox caliphs.\(^2\)

In the early days of Islam, the principle of separation of powers was applied when Prophet Muhammad first invested judicial powers in a provincial government then later appointed a judge who was independent of any political or administrative consideration.\(^2\) After the conversion of Arabia, when a large number of people came under the sway of Islam, the Prophet Muhammad appointed various functionaries for the different parts of the peninsula. Whenever a governor or a military commander was appointed, the caliphs followed the example of the Prophet and usually appointed a judge as well, over whom these officials had no jurisdiction.\(^2\)

There are many examples of this practice in the Sunnah of the Prophet Muhammad and the caliphs. It is reported that the Prophet of Islam asked Mu‘adh ibn Jabal questions upon the latter’s appointment as judge to Yemen, in answer to which Mu‘adh told the Prophet that he would resort to his own ijtihad in the event that he failed to find guidance in the Qur’an and Sunnah, and the Prophet was pleased with this reply, and patted him on the chest and said, “Praised be God, who has caused the messenger of God’s Messenger to please the latter!”\(^2\)

When he [Mu‘adh ibn Jabal] was being sent [as governor] to the Yemen, the Prophet asked him: “How will you decide the cases that will be brought before you?” Mu‘adh replied: I shall decide them according to the Book of God.” – “And if you find nothing concerning [a particular matter] in the Book of God?” – “Then I shall decide according to the Sunnah of God’s Apostle.” – “And if you find nothing about it in the Sunnah of God’s Apostle?” – “Then,” replied Mu‘adh, “I shall exercise my own judgment [ajtahidu bi-ru`yi] without the least hesitation.” Thereupon the Prophet slapped him upon the chest and said: “Praised to be God, who has caused the messenger of God’s Messenger to please the later!”\(^2\)

Through the above mentioned example, it is obvious that two basic rules are confirmed:

First: Written law, when the Muslim judge neither gives his judgment according to custom and usage nor on the basis of an order given to him by the caliph or the ruler, but rather gives his judgment according to the Qur’an and Sunnah, and if he does not find any rule in them, he gives his opinion on the basis of his own ijtihad.

Second: The judiciary in Islam is an independent authority that is not subordinate to any particular person. The judge rather follows the texts before him, firstly the Qur’an and then the Sunnah and only after these does he use the inspiration of his conscience, understanding and discernment in order to arrive at justice.

There is a relationship between the judicial and executive authorities with respect to appointment and dismissal, but without any subsequent interference with the judiciary’s primary function which is to hear and decide cases and disputes.

There are many events which happened in Islamic history in which the principle of separation of powers was applied. After being chosen as the first caliph, Abu Bakr invested ‘Umar with judicial powers. During ‘Umar ibn al Khattab’s caliphate, he was the first to directly charge other persons to exercise the functions of a judge. He appointed Abu Darda’ as a judge with him in Medina, Shurih as a judge in Ba‘rah and Abu Musa al-Ash’a’r as a judge in Kufah.\(^2\)

There is the story of Mu‘awiyah, the governor of Sham and ‘Ubadah ibn al-Samit, the judge of Palestine and Jordan, as narrated by al-Awza’i. "The first to take the position of judge in Palestine was ‘Ubadah ibn al-Samit, and Mu‘awiyah refused to execute a ruling by ‘Ubadah who stood by his decision. So Mu‘awiyah spoke aggressively to him, and ‘Ubadah said, he would never again live with Mu‘awiyah in the same area, and he left

---


\(^{26}\) Ibid, 18.
for Medina. When ‘Umar asked what brought him here, ‘Ubadah told the caliph what had happened. ‘Umar replied, "Go back to your position, repugnant is a land in which you and your likes are not." Then ‘Umar wrote to Mu‘awiyyah and told him, "You have no authority over ‘Ubadah." 27

This story highlights that ‘Umar ibn al-Khattab emphasised the separation between the judicial authority and the executive authority, and made a direct relationship between the caliph and the judge. Thus, since the seventh century C.E., the principle of separation of powers, and especially the independence of the judiciary and its separation from the other authorities has been established in an Islamic country, while contemporary nations only recognised this in the late eighteenth century.

The story of the conquest of Samarqand is a unique one in human history and illustrates the clear understanding of the early Muslims of the principle of separation of powers and its implementation.

The people of Samarqand said to Sulayman ibn Abi Sirri, the governor appointed by ‘Umar ibn ‘Abd al-‘Aziz, that Qutuba ibn Muslim, the military leader, had deceived and oppressed them and took their country, and since Allah has shown justice and equity, allow us to send a delegation to the Commander of the Faithful (Amir al-Mu'minan) to complain about the injustice towards us, that if "we had a right we shall have it for we need it." So he allowed them. Thus they sent a delegation that met with the caliph, who then wrote for them to Sulayman ibn Abi Sirri, asking him to appoint a judge to look into their grievance. The judge Jumai‘ ibn Hadir was appointed, and he ordered that the Arabs of Samarqand leave and return to their camp." 28

The author observes that ‘Umar ibn ‘Abd al-‘Aziz fully recognised the principle of separation of powers. That is because when he knew the grievance of the people of Samarqand, he did not decide the case himself, although he could have as he was the caliph of Muslims. In addition he did not entrust the governor of Samarqand, with the settlement of the case, fearing that he might be biased. Further, because he was the governor appointed by the caliph, ‘Umar refused to let him decide the case, and neither did he authorise the military leader who committed the offence against the rules of the Shari‘ah. Rather, he ordered that a judge who was not affected by military or political interests be appointed, and he did not give any consideration except for the rule of Allah, to enforce the rules of Shari‘ah as they are stated.

The above sample cases indicate the separation of powers during different periods of Islamic history, especially during the Umayyad and Abbasid periods where this principle was practically implemented.

2.2 The Rule of Law in the Islamic Legal System

The principle of the rule of law means that the ruler and the ruled submit to the rule of law. This principle became stable through the struggles of the people in the French revolution, which took place in 1789.

While the principle of the rule of law in the Islamic legal system was considered as the basis or cornerstone on which Islam was founded, as Creed and Shari‘ah, because Islam was revealed to remove injustice, fight tyranny and demolish the pillars of absolutist authority. That principle has its basis in the Qur‘an, Sunnah and the consensus (ijma‘) even during the centuries that people grappled with despotism. 28

Allah says: "And if any fail to judge by (the light of) what Allah hath revealed, they are (no better than) wrongdoers." 29

He also says: "Let the people of the Gospel judge by what Allah hath revealed therein. If any do fail to judge by (the light of) what Allah hath revealed, they are (no better than) those who rebel." 30

And in another verse, He says: "If any do fail to judge by (the light of) what Allah hath revealed, they are (no better than) Unbelievers." 31

---

In other verse, Allah says: “O ye who believe! Obeey Allah, and obey the Messenger, and those charged with authority among you. If you differ in anything among yourselves, refer to Allah and His Messenger, if you do believe in Allah and the Last Day: that is best, and most suitable for final determination,” and the following verse, where Allah says: “O ye who believe! Obeey Allah. And obey the Messenger, and make not vain your deeds!”32” Therefore, the Muslim judge must implement Qur’an and Sunnah in every dispute brought before him, but if he does not implement that, his conduct will be annulled.33

The Sunnah supports, emphasises and clarifies these Qur’anic verses. As Prophet Muhammad said, "Obedience of a human being is disallowed, if it is considered disobedience to the creator (Allah)." He also said, “Hearing and obeying is binding on a Muslim, whether he likes or dislikes the order – so long as he is not ordered to commit a sin; but if he is ordered to commit a sin, there is no hearing and no obeying.”34 And further, “No obedience is due to him who does not obey God”35 and "Every act that does not conform to our order is rejected.”36

In the Islamic legal system, everyone, from head of state to government to the masses, is subject to the law. The Prophet of Islam himself was subject to it, and was the most obedient person to the Qur’an. He was “‘Abd Allah wa rasaluh,” the servant of God and His Messenger. Under the Islamic legal system, the head of state and obeying is binding on a Muslim, whether he likes or dislikes the order.

The verses, supported by hadith (translation?) indicate that every dispute that happens in Islamic society between individuals, between groups of people, or between people and the government, or among parts of the government and its people, must be judged by the fundamental law which has been received from Allah and His Messenger. According to this principle, an Islamic country must have an institution that judges among people according to the Qur’an and Sunnah, and that institution is the judicial authority.38

In the same way, Abu Bakr, the first successor and caliph of the Muslim state, in his acceptance speech said:

O people! I have been appointed over you, but I am not the best of you. Support me if I disobey them, there is no hearing and no obeying.

To illustrate respect for justice, an example can be found in one of the transactions that ‘Umar ibn al-Khattab entered into, when he purchased a horse and on approval, allowed a rider to try it. The horse was injured in the course of the ride, and the caliph wanted to return the horse, but the owner refused to take it back. The dispute was referred to the judge who observed, "If the horse was used for the purpose of riding with the permission of

the owner, it could be returned, otherwise not!” The caliph was pleased with the judgment and promoted the judge as the qadi of al-Kufah.40

In the application of the principle of legality, which is one of the foundations of the Islamic legal system of rule, the Muslim rulers, after the first Islamic century, implemented the same principles of Shari’ah that were applied by their predecessors. So, a ruler submitted to the rules of the judiciary as an ordinary individual. Also, always in his conduct and deeds, he tried to implement the Islamic legal system. Thus the principle of legality was not a mere personal method but a principle that stabilised in the conscience of people, and has existed since the establishment of the Islamic government.41

Muhammad Salam al-‘Awwa discussed the Medinan polity as the world’s first State: The Islamic state in Madinah was the oldest example of a political society organised in the form of a ‘state’. This claim rests on the fact that it was an organised society based on the ‘rule of law’, the supremacy of which is a distinguishing factor between a ‘state’, and other forms of organised political societies. It presupposes that all organs and agencies of a government are subject to and will abide by the rule of the same legal system which governs the individual citizen.42

Diya’ al-Dan al-Rayyis says that none of the Muslim rulers and Jurists dispute that obedience is not allowed except in conformity with the Shari’ah, Qur’an and Sunnah, and no one ever said that obedience is allowed in transgression.

It is clear that the principle of the rule of law in the Islamic legal system was the cornerstone on which the independence of the judicial authority was based. So if this principle had started politically in the secular system as a result of the struggle of the people against absolutism, then it subsequently became a legal principle in its essence. This contrasts with the Islamic legal system, when the principle of validity started as a legal principle and the main centre for ‘aqadah (Creed) and the Shari’ah, from the early days of the Islamic government’s missionary work, because law is divine.

Muslim judges rejected the application of any law, order or decision which was passed by the caliph or his officers, if that law, decision or order contradicted the general principles of the Qur’an and Sunnah. The Islamic legal system thus recognised the principle of the rule of law and the independence of the judicial authority, as a natural result of this, preceding its recognition in the positive system by several centuries.

2.3 Judicial Independence in the Islamic Legal System

Judicial independence must be a principle of an Islamic constitution. No person in an Islamic State, not even the elected Head, can be above the law, and as such, he is subject to the Hudud “punishments for major crimes” just like anyone else. The Qur’an repeatedly enjoins the administration of justice in an impartial manner, even though the decision may go against a judge’s own kinsmen or his own community.43

Emile Tyan mentions that, a Muslim judge does not have an independent or even autonomous position, especially during the early stages of the establishment of the Islamic state. He adds that the then head of state (the caliph) derived his judicial power from no one but subordinates by virtue of his position. Tyan also asserts that the concept of delegation in Islam was the complete lack of separation of the judicial authority from the executive authority.44

It appears that during the period of the pious caliphs, the judicial system was independent and integral. The judge had no register in which his judgments were recorded, because those judgments were carried out by the judge himself.

During the Umayyad period, Muslim law was characterised by two main features: First, the judge ruled according to jihād, because the four schools of Muslim law, by which judges had to abide, were not established until the early ‘Abbasi period. He drew his own judgment from the Qur’an and Sunnah, or the ijma’ (consensus), or his own discretion (qiyyas).45 Second, the judge was not influenced by politics; he was

40 Anwar Ahmad Qadri, Justice in Historical Islam, 23.
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independent in his judgment, far from being influenced by the ruling dynasty. His authority was unlimited and the governors of the provinces, the collectors, and even the caliph had to submit to his judgment.46

During the ‘Abbasi period, several important characteristics were established in the judiciary system:47 First was the appointment of judges representing the four orthodox schools in each province. Each of these judges was entrusted with the task of dealing with cases related to the persons who adhered to the teaching of their particular school. Secondly, the system of permanent, trustworthy witnesses after verifying their good character from the outward, without regard to their hidden character, was introduced. Finally, a remarkable improvement was the registers, in which matters related to legacies and debts were recorded.48

In one of his articles, N. J. Coulson writes that the qadi (judge) appeared in early Umayyad times as legal secretaries of the governor. And these were delegated, through appropriate measures, to the subordinate state officials. N. J. Coulson also asserts that the political authority, which defined the scope and nature of the qadi’s jurisdiction, and naturally the decisions given and actions taken by the qadi, were subject to the approval or otherwise of the governor.49

Islamic history has many eminent judges who were distinguished by their faith, strong belief, manners, morals, dignity, knowledge, deep wariness of rules, courage and independence. Many of them stood fast against the interference of the executive, firmly and determinedly rejecting all kinds of direct and indirect influence or orientation. Marvelous was their courage, dignity and readiness to resign as soon as they were exposed to pressure from rulers, relatives, friends, or assistants.

During his life, Prophet Muhammad was the leader and chief judicial authority in the Islamic State. However, he also appointed several close companions to assist him in the administration of the law.50

During the reign of the Rashidun caliph, the judicial authority took a form similar to that in the period of the Prophet of Islam. There was no demarcation of judicial authority with that of other powers. The Rashidun caliphs upheld and respected the independence of the judiciary, especially ‘Umar and ‘Ali who had occasion to appear and plead their cases before the qadi like any other parties to litigation, and both of whom exhibited sensitivity and concern not to be given preferential treatment in court. The fact that a qadi would accept a suit against the person of the head of state and try him in an open court is a feature of the Islamic judiciary and an indication of its independent status.51

However, there was a significant change in the period of the Umayyads and the ‘Abbassi caliphates. The judges enjoyed freedom especially in the exercise of independent ijtihad. Moreover, caliph Mu‘awiya was the first to abdicate all his judicial powers to appointed judges. The judiciary was completely independent from the executive authority without any exceptions.52

In the ‘Abbasi period, during this period, there was a specially appointed person who was called qadi al-qudah. Harun al-Rashid was the first caliph to be appointed to the office of qadi al-qudah, and Abu Yusuf was the first chief judge (qadi al-qudah) appointed by him. In addition, Harun al-Rashid did not appoint any judge without consulting Abu Yusuf (the delegated head of judiciary), and the qadi exercised judicial authority in the capacity of a Hakim (ruler), not a muwaddaf (task of al-qudah officer).53

---

47 Ibid. See also Ahmad Ibrahim, ”The Shariah Court and Its Place in the Judicial System,” International Islamic Conference on The role of Judiciary in The Development of Islamic Law, November 21 St- 23RD (1986), Malaysia, 70.
52 Ibid, 55.
53 Ibid, 36-37.
Judicial independence is considered a healthy development to meet contemporary demands and needs. It made the role of the judicial authority more prominent and effective in the Islamic state, and although judicial authority changed hands, the caliph was still largely responsible for maintaining the judiciary institution.

2.4 Availability of Judicial Review in Islamic Legal System

When making his decisions, a judge should rely on the Qur’an, the Sunnah of the Prophet of Islam and consensus, and if he does not find any (ruling), he should exercise ijtihad to derive a Shari’ah ruling from other evidence, in order to apply it to the facts before him (Judge).

What can be conceived in the field of judicial review over the constitutionality of laws, as far as Shari’ah is concerned, is that it is implemented on legislation passed by a parliament, which is known as (Ahl al-Hall wa al-‘Aqd). Legislation here is solely based on ijtihad, because the definitive rulings that are found in the Qur’an and Sunnah are considered constitutional texts over which the judge has no review, and what has been passed by way of consensus is inapplicable and there is no review over that as well. However, a review can be conducted on rulings of the source which is ijtihad.54

One of the functions of ‘parliament’ is ijtihad and legislation, and it uses juridical interpretation in cases where there exists no text from the Qur’an or the Sunnah or consensus in order to derive a Shari’ah ruling. If such derived rulings are drafted as laws for the judiciary to implement, then the judicial review over the constitutionality of law and their legitimacy would be required because the judge in the Islamic legal system is not allowed to implement a law which he sees as conflicting with the Qur’an and Sunnah.

In the Qur’an, there are two kinds of verses, namely absolute and presumptive, the latter being those which are capable of different interpretations. The decisive verses are the basis of the Qur´an and contain the fundamental principles of religion. So, whatever the differences of interpretation over allegorical verses may be, the fundamentals of religion are not affected by them.55

The Supreme Constitutional Court of Egypt has articulated this principle on numerous occasions. In 1996, for instance, a father brought a case to the Court involving an administrative decree issued by the Minister of Education barring female students from wearing niqab “a veil covering the full face in contra-distinction to the permitted Hijab, a veil covering only the hair” in state schools. The proponents of Shari’ah-based constitutional jurisprudence seemed to have a strong case. The challengers cited not only Article 2, of the Egyptian constitution of 1971, but also the personal rights provisions of the constitution. The father claimed that the minister's decree violated both the Shari’ah and rights of a liberal provenance. The court rejected the claim, however, laying out once again the view that grants executive and legislative authorities tremendous latitude:

It is not permitted for a legislative text to contradict those shura provisions definitive in their certainty and meaning (qat’i al-thubut wa-al-dalalalah). These rules alone are those for which ijtihad is forbidden because they signify the comprehensive principle and fixed roots of the Shari’ah, accepting neither interpretation nor substitution... [The judgments based on reason] are more protective of humanity’s true interests, which the [shura] provisions are prescribed to realise in terms of what is appropriate for these interests. The underlying factor is that the essence of God’s Shari’ah is truth and justice. Being limited by the Shari’ah is better than widespread depravity.56

It is not permitted to hold [such opinions] to be firm, settled Shari’ah law that cannot be contravened. To do so would be to end contemplation of and reflection over Almighty God’s religion; it would deny the truth that error possible in all ijtihad. The challenged decree does not contradict...the text of article 2 of the constitution. The rule has in debatable questions – the right of ijtihad to facilitate the affairs of the people and reflect what is authentic in their customs and traditions, so long as over-arching purposes of their shura is not abrogated ....

An attempt to use Article 2 of Egyptian constitution of 1971, as the basis for the application of a Shari’ah-based law must now overcome one of two hurdles. First, one might resort directly to the Court. Yet, by rejecting any claim that is not a clear and permanent injunction of the shura, the Court has made this barrier formidable. Others have distinguished between unalterable sources of law – the Qur’an and Sunnah – on the one hand, and those based on human judgment on the other.

The jurists have the right to make sure that ijtihad, which is a brainstorming process to deduct practical rules to regulate the life of people, in the non-peremptory provisions is achieving their interest. Hence ijtihad should
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cope with the context of events prevailing at the time. It does not have a binding power but on those who believe in it. This sign of God’s mercy permits different ijtihad to encourage people to think and avoid the possibility of human error. Thus, the Shari’ah is always developing and flexible to accept the ijtihad of responsible individuals to achieve the utmost interest of the people.

A number of Muslim jurists have shown that the Islamic legal system has, in theory, recognised the review system over the constitutionality of law, but does not practice it. Among them is the Muslim scholar Abu al-A’la al-Mawdudi who writes:

Does Islam permit the judiciary to reject some legislation that is passed by the legislative council as being contradictory to the Qur’an and Sunnah? I did not look into a text under this topic and there is no doubt that what the work of the orthodox caliphs (al-Khulafa’ al-Rashidin) indicate that the judiciary had no such powers. At least we have not found until now an example of this matter, but the reason for this, as I see it, is that all the members of parliament (Ahl al-Hall wa al-‘Aqd) were at that time very knowledgeable in the Qur’an and Sunnah, and above them were the orthodox caliphs who did not pronounce in any way on an issue that was in contradiction to the Qur’an and Sunnah.57

Although the author agrees with many aspects of this opinion, he is of the view that the legislative council consists of normal people who are human beings and are affected by matters that all people are affected by. So, mistakes may be made according to the circumstances, and the promulgation of legislation that is not in conformity with the Qur’an and Sunnah is not an impossible proposition. On the contrary, it is conceivable. The objective behind the promulgation of such legislation is not the contradiction of the Qur’an and Sunnah per se, but might rather be caused by the absence of discernment or the actual purpose of its promulgation.

The Islamic legal system, during the period of the four pious caliphs, did not recognise the principle of judicial review over the constitutionality of laws or acts. There was no room in Islam for the judiciary to reject or to restrict the powers of the caliphs in respect of enacting laws in contravention of the Qur’an and Sunnah. During this period, the judiciary did not enjoy or exercise such powers and there was no instance of any qadi (judge) taking such an action. This is because the members of the legislative authority at that time had a very deep and true insight in the Qur’an and Sunnah and all the four pious caliphs were the most reliable persons in all respects. In addition to that, under their authority, there was no real danger of any such legislation taking place which was contrary to the spirit of the Qur’an and Sunnah.

The principle of judicial review over the constitutionality of laws appeared after the end of this period, giving the judicial authority the right to declare void, and ultra vires of a constitution, all laws and legislation enacted in contravention of the Qur’an and Sunnah.

Perhaps, the best example to be given here is when Caliph ‘Umar ibn al-Khattab (may Allah be pleased with him) refused to divide the conquered lands of Iraq among the conquerors while most of the Prophet’s companions, who formed the legislative council (Ahl al-Hall wa al-‘Aqd), were asking for the division and the most eager amongst them was Billal ibn Rabah. But ‘Umar was able to convince them, using evidence from the Qur’an and Sunnah and by showing the wisdom behind the refusal of such a division among the conquerors, which was the fear of cessation of Islamic conquest and the defence of the wide Islamic State. He also explained to them that the decision not to divide was not based on his own desire, but was rather in agreement with the Qur’an and Sunnah.58

Thus we can say that the Islamic judiciary has the power to reject any law that is not in conformity with the Qur’an and Sunnah. Moreover, the judge is bound, in exercising his function of giving a judgment, by what Allah has revealed. The Prophet said: “you should not obey any human and thereby disobey the Creator”59 and Allah revealed: “… If any do fail to judge by (the light of) what Allah hath revealed, they are Unbelievers.”60 This shows that the Islamic legal system did require review of the constitutionality of law before positive law systems implemented it.

Furthermore, the right of review that the judiciary has over the constitutionality of law, the source of which is ijtihad, is not absolute, as a judge may not merely claim that a law contradicts the Shari’ah. This is because the juridical interpretation that emanates from people who have the correct mechanism of juridical interpretation, and the law that is promulgated on its basis and is met by the approval of the leader after its promulgation, must
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be implemented by the judge even if it contradicts the judge’s own interpretation. It is a well established legal maxim in the science of jurisprudence that one judicial interpretation does not become overruled by its like.61

Among the most important jurists who talked about review of the constitutionality of law is Ibn Hazm al-Andalusi, who said, “No ruling is permitted unless it is based on what Allah has revealed to His Prophet Muhammad and it is the truth, and all that is not, is considered injustice and tyranny, and any ruling based on it is not permitted and must be annulled if a judge ruled by it.”62 Ibn Hazm supported his view with some verses of the Holy Qur’an, such as the revelation of Allah: “… and any who transgresses the limits of Allah, does verily wrong his (own) soul…”63 and ”the approval of injustice may not be permitted and the wrong may not be let to pass.”64

It is to be noted that even though rules based on ijma’ (consensus of opinion) and ijtihaad (independent judgment) are not directly based on the Qur’an and Sunnah, these rules must be in conformity with the principles and spirit of shura which is directly derived from the Qur’an and Sunnah.

Abu Hanifah said, “If I said non-conformity with the Qur’an and Sunnah of the Prophet, do not take my saying.”65

He also said, “It is not permissible to anyone to adopt our opinion or saying unless he knows where we took it from.”66

Imam Malik said, “I am a human being and I can be right or wrong. So look at my opinion – if it is in conformity with the Qur’an and Sunnah take it, but if it is not in conformity with the Qur’an and Sunnah, leave it.”67

Al-Shafi’i said, “If you find in my book things that do not conform to the Qur’an and Sunnah, do not take my opinion and abide by the Qur’an and Sunnah.”68

Ibn Hanbal said, “Do not imitate me and do not imitate Malik, Abu Hanifah, al-Shafi’i, and al-Thawri, and you take from where they have taken.”69

It is clear that the Islamic legal system has the power of review over the constitutionality of law, and subsequent articles will describe how the Islamic judiciary implemented or practiced this theory in a number of cases that are now considered among the most important implementations of this theory.

III. CONCLUSION

The review of the constitutionality of laws in the positive system only takes place in accordance with the rigid constitutions of states, which require special procedures for amendment. The supreme legality covers the whole system and is above the constitution itself. The text of the constitution is restricted by this legality, or the legality may take effect without the constitutional text if there is conflict in such a way that no reconciliation is possible The law that conflicts with these two would be unconstitutional and may be challenged for annulment, or through a plea of unconstitutionality depending on the prevalent system. The Islamic legal system has limited the powers of the ruler and made the rights of individuals a strong barrier in the face of these powers. As such, the Islamic legal system follows a substantive hierarchy of laws, where the legislative or executive authorities, or the head of the state, may not issue or promulgate a constitution, law or decree that is in contravention of any text in the Qur’an, Sunnah or consensus. This is called the review of conformity or compatibility which is primarily based on the conformity of a law, whatever its level, with the absolute text from the Qur’an, Sunnah or consensus, without regard to the level of the legislative text whether it is constitutional text or law. The Islamic legal system is in accord with positive legal systems in terms of the
formal hierarchy of laws according to their strength. In the positive system, there is first the constitution, then laws, orders and regulations and lastly, individual rulings. In the Islamic legal system, the hierarchy can be found through the goals of the Shari'ah, and these are the indispensables, the necessary and the beneficial, hence the principle was well established.

In the Islamic legal system, it is noted that this principle has applied the principle to a large extent, preceding the positive system in its application. Its importance is found through the goals of the Shari'ah, and these are the indispensables, and these are the necessary and the beneficial, hence the principle was well established.

In analysing the principle of the independence of judicial authority in the Islamic legal system, it is noted that this system has applied the principle to a large extent, preceding the positive system in its application. Its importance arises as a result of its crucial role in the establishment of the principle of control over the constitutionality of laws in the Islamic system.


